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About This Game

Adeptus Titanicus: Dominus, the 3D turn-based strategy PC game adaptation of Games Workshop’s classic Titan Legions
tabletop game, puts you in control of the greatest weapons available to the Imperium of Man, the mighty Titans of the Adeptus

Titanicus!

Now available on Steam Early Access, Adeptus Titanicus: Dominus features a Skirmish mode and a Scenarios mode against an
AI opponent for single-player, as well as an online Multi-Player mode. Upon full release, the game will also offer an exciting

single-player campaign.

Control a force of Titans
In Dominus, choose to control a force of Titans from the loyalist Legions of Astorum (Warp Runners), Gryphonicus (War

Griffons), Crucius (Warmongers) or Osedax (The Cockatrices), or choose from the traitorous Chaos Legions of Mortis (Death
Heads), Vulcanum (Dark Fire), Damnosus (Lords of Ruin) and Fureans (Tiger Eyes).
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Futuristic warfare
Utilising the tabletop Titan Legions rules system as its foundation, Dominus features an easy-to-play yet deep strategic and
tactical experience via its streamlined command system, which sees you and your opponent giving activation orders to your

Titans, resulting in fast-paced battles. It successfully marries this strategic play with action sequences as the gargantuan Titans
exchange volleys of cannon shots, blistering laser blasts and other epic, super-powered weapons of the far off future!

Easy to play, challenging to master
While luck will play a part as you trade blows with your foe on the futuristic battlefields of the 41st Millennium, your path to
victory lies in your army list building and how you manoeuvre your units upon the battlefield. As a commander, you will have

access to the most classic, iconic Titan units from the Warhammer 40,000 universe: Warhounds, Reavers and the gigantic
Warlord, for both the Imperial and Chaos factions. Each of these Titans will have multiple variants available, featuring different

weapon configurations, thereby enabling your Titans to fulfil the battlefield role your strategy demands.

A living battlefield
Adeptus Titanicus: Dominus will feature a "living battlefield" that employs unit and battlefield animations to show players the

Warhammer 40,000 universe they know and love.

ABOUT MEMBRAINE

Membraine Studios is a small indie team based in Sydney, Australia. The team is Glenn Osmond-McLeod and Mark Sheppard -
both avid tabletop gamers and indie developers with more than 16 years game development experience between them. In recent

years, Membraine has focused on the turn-based strategy genre.

CURRENTLY PLAYABLE FOLLOWING THE FIRST MAJOR UPDATE

The current Early Access build of Adeptus Titanicus: Dominus features the following:

Our adaptation of the Titan Legions tabletop rules, streamlined for PC and featuring a direct damage model that
highlights the visceral nature of the Warhammer 40,000 universe!

The iconic Titans from the tabletop game—the Warlord, Reaver and Warhound and their weapon systems (and more
weapon systems on the way!)

NEW! The mighty Banelord Chaos Titan of Khorne has arrived!

Six battlefields, with three distinct environments (and more on the way!)

Close Combat! Engage your foe in deadly close assaults! Equip your Titans with Power Fists, sacrificing ranged attack
power for brutal hand-to-hand combat damage!

Stress (suppression), an additional layer of tactical concern

Cinematic Camera option (which can be turned on and off to your preference)

Destructible terrain features - watch buildings collapse as stray weapons fire obliterates their structural integrity

Four Loyalist Legios and four Chaos Legios to choose from

Several game modes with multiple victory conditions - there is more than one way to win

12 fixed-forces scenarios, which will change from time to time, to challenge your skills as Legate of a Maniple of Titans

Discover the strategic depth underlying the game, with points-based army list building in Skirmish and Multi-Player via
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the Detachment Builder

THE ROAD AHEAD

We have now released the first Major Update and commenced work on the second Major Update for Adeptus Titanicus:
Dominus, which focuses primarily on the addition of a single-player campaign mode.

In parallel, we intend to release a series of minor updates to the game, which will typically bring in new Titan weapon systems,
new battlefields and/or environment art assets—and of course bug-fixes!

FOLLOW US

We invite you to join the conversation in our Steam Discussion forums, where we will answer your questions and share news
about the next exciting steps of our Early Access journey!
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Title: Adeptus Titanicus: Dominus
Genre: Strategy, Early Access
Developer:
Membraine Studios
Publisher:
Membraine Studios
Franchise:
Warhammer
Release Date: 31 May, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 64-bit

Processor: i5

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia 850 (or equivalent)

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 2 GB available space

English
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adeptus titanicus dominus gameplay. adeptus titanicus dominus trailer. adeptus titanicus dominus steam. adeptus titanicus
dominus 6. warhammer adeptus titanicus dominus. adeptus titanicus dominus pc. warhammer 40 000 adeptus titanicus dominus.
adeptus titanicus dominus. adeptus titanicus dominus xbox. warhammer 40000 adeptus titanicus dominus. adeptus titanicus
dominus 8. adeptus titanicus dominus ps4. adeptus titanicus dominus xbox one. adeptus titanicus dominus 7. adeptus titanicus
dominus release date. warhammer 40 000 adeptus titanicus dominus (playstation 4). adeptus titanicus dominus youtube. adeptus
titanicus dominus review. adeptus titanicus dominus 9. warhammer 40000 adeptus titanicus dominus (ps4). adeptus titanicus
dominus wiki

Great game of titan on titan action. At this price and point - all fine, some bugs obvious but its not tearing ur eyes out, looking
forward to see titan lab or something - customization of titans, crew with skills, some "cherry on the cake" stuff which will
make this game look special.. yet again Games workshop just cashing in on the 40k ip
this game is so basic and isnt worth £5 its a cash grab game stay well clear
. Is good enough for its price, as an early access game. But still, game has extreme lack of content, developers, please do your
job. As a tabletop Warhammer 40k player, I approve :>. fun but not finished yet. great prce to.. Good start, nice low price for
something that has a lot of potential.

With maybe a few more factions (ork gargants, Tyranid bio-titans) and some UI improvements, I'd say the game would be worth
a good deal more than the price tag.. This is a very early review of course since it just hit EA. That said I experienced no
crashes. Graphics are more than acceptible for the asking price. So far I have just played Skirmish of course since no campaign
yet. I have managed to win both battles I played. Over all I feel that the game is worth the asking price for a nice little turn based
mech action. Honestly I enjoyed my time playing it more than I have playing Battletech and I am by far a bigger fan of the
Battletech universe than the 40K universe. So if nothing else I think that speaks highly towards the game even at this early stage
of development.. So far so good. As an avid fan of the Collegia Titanica, this game has shown great promise! I look forward to
further development.. Engine Kill.
Great game so far and the Devs are actively interacting with the community with updates etc.
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I've played with it for a little, and I have to say, this is a great game! And one of the few in which you can play, or even uses the
Titans.
It is very fun to play, the A.I. seems to be adequate, or at least seems to be both punishing, and acceptable. Maybe I lucked out
and I got a win, or I lost because I'm still a beginner. But I like it so far.

The soundtrack is really, REALLY good. It is pretty barebones right now, but what they currently have is quite great! So, if you
are a Warhammer fan, buy it!. Here my review for Adeptus Titanicus: Dominus

Turn based tactic game where you control Titans from the Warhammer 40k universe. It resembles the board game.

One turn is divided into two phases. The activatition phase and the end phase. In the activation phase you and your opponent
keep using their units one after another until you have spent all your activiation points. Each unit can only be used once per turn.
In the endphase void shields are replenished and other side calculations are done.

That could be an interesting base for a tactic game.

The bad side is everything else. The production values are shovelware quality. The 3d titan modells are quite nice but anything
else is just very low effort.

The maps look artificial and not like the futuristic gothic battlefields of warhammer 40k in any way. The immersion factor on
the battlemaps is zero.

There is one way to win the game. After the 3rd turn the player who controls 3 of 4 vp wins the match. That is the only mode.
And it is quite abusable. If you take a ton of light titans, war hounds to the fight you can just take over all the objectives in no
time. The heavier classes are not fast enough to react.

There are now 2 factions in the game, chaos and imperium, mechanikus legio titanicus. Chaos titans look exactly the same as the
imperial titans. Only the skin is changed. No tentacles or custom 3d models.

There are 3 classes of titans now in the game. Warhounds light, Reavers medium and Warlords heavy. The difference between
Reavers and Warlords seems to be very small. Warlords can take a little more damage. But they cost many points. And if you
take too many Warlord titans, the enemy will just overrun the Victory points with light or medium Titans.

You can to skirmish battles against the ai and scenarios. But those scenarios are the same as skirmish matches, the only
difference is that you can not change your army setup.

There is no campaign now.

The game is of very low production value, the 3d assets look very bad. The battlemaps look bad. The music is average with very
low diversity.

3 3d models of titans, that is a little low. No small units beside some space marines that are shooting away. Very minimalistic
unit count.

Before a skirmish match you can change the weapon loadout of the titans. 2 x vulcan or 2 plasma or a mix of vulcan and plasma.
3 different layouts per class.

There is no customization option to create your own Army of Titans or paint them.

AI seems to be hitting you all the time without fail. Your own titans sometimes fail to shoot at enemy titans, that are in range. It
is just random. They just look sad at the enemy instead of shooting their targets. But the AI can hit you from across the map and
get impossible shots through cover. So that is that. Buggy and unpolished.

I did not try multiplayer, because i lost interest after 2 skirmish battles. It is just such a barebone game, it is more like a pre
alpha concept then anything else. I played early access titles that had much more beef behind them.
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Is it worth the price? No, it is not at this point in time. I was amused for like 60 minutes and then stopped playing because of the
cheating AI. And the tactical challenge is just not there. If that is how the board game plays, then, i will not try it at all. The
painted titan models are exciting though.

Thanks for reading, have a nice day.. What is Adeptus Titanicus?

Adeptus Titanicus is a tabletop wargame on a masssive scale, with large scale battles between titans based in the Warhammer
40,000 universe. in later expansions it added infantry and tanks to the game, adding to the scale of such battles. Many of the
products were discontiuned but the game is making a comeback in August 2018

What is Adeptus Titanicus: Dominus?

This game is probably the best adaptaion of a tabletop game. Every thing is smooth and so far i have encounter no bugs.

Gameplay:

The game is quite simple, you move a single titan and then you can fire it at the same time. Then you can either retain control
and move another titan or the enemy move a titan, and they can choose to retain if they wish. Normally I like to play quite
complex games but this is simple and good, it means that the games do not drag on forever.

Graphics:

The titans look very nice, but the maps are all a bit too dark and grim, i would like more colour, or battles in hive cities, or even
inside imperial navy warships.

Overall this so far has been a good game. the only things I would like in the future is:
- Add more units e.g. imperial knights, land raiders, eldar titans, other races.
- More colourful maps
- A simple and complicated game mode, one for beginners and one for returning players
- A mechanic where bits of your titan can be destroyed, like weapons and things
- AND FOR GOD'S SAKE NO LOOT BOXES, you would ruin a perfect game.

This game is worth full price, and can be played on low end computers

. I wish I could play this game, however, it keeps crashing before I can even get past the menus. I requested a refund.. It is a
fairly simplistic yet well execute TB strategy with 40K Titans. Well worth the asking price even now and I am sure the devs will
keep improving the game.. for an early access and that price its pretty solid. this could turn out to be a true jewel. Unoptimesed
mess put my cpu to 100 percwnt and caused a hard crash. Have any of you Played Battletech? If not. Then trust me when I say
this is a discount version of Battletech. No evasion, crappy graphics, the Titans feel like they're weightless, weapons are either
all fired or not at all. etc.

Happy Halloween!:
Celebrate Halloween this week with a 20% discount on Adeptus Titanicus: Dominus!

If you were wondering what's Halloween-y about Titans, let me ask you this: what is it about a 100 feet tall walking battleship
blistering with heavy weaponry THAT IS NOT UTTERLY TERRIFYING!!??

If you answered "Nothing—Titans are indeed absolutely terrifying", you are correct. :)

Happy Halloween!
— Mark & Glenn. Update - new Warlord variant available!:
We have updated Adeptus Titanicus: Dominus again, this time adding another new Warlord Titan variant! Armed with twin
Volcano Cannons and dual Laser Blasters, this latest addition is perhaps the most powerful Warlord yet—but it comes at a hefty
price of 1025 points.. New battlefields announced!:
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We've just announced that the first Major Update will now also ship with the next three battlefields, each predicated on the
aesthetics introduced in the first three battlefields.

VOLCANIC WALK
A combination of shielded gullies, uncovered walk-ways and open areas calls for flexible tactics.

RESEARCH FACILITIES
Dual facilities sit at either end of this battlefield, with plenty of obstructions to cover your approach.

TWISTING CANYONS
A plethora of shielded gullies means cat-and-mouse tactics are the order of the day.

Check out the Announcements section on our Steam store page here for screenshots!. First Major Update for Adeptus
Titanicus: Dominus is now available!:
Hi everyone! Glenn and I have just released the first Major Update for Adeptus Titanicus: Dominus!

Close Combat. Update makes Dominus' AI a tougher opponent:
This fortnight's update brings further AI tweaks aimed at improving the challenge it presents to veteran players. There's a lot
more work needed on the AI front, but we're happy it's on the right track.

The AI now better prioritises potential targets based on line of sight and proximity. It also makes better, smarter use of
Overwatch. From our testing, it uses Overwatch about as frequently as we do, so that's feeling about right.

Thanks to all of you for your feedback, questions and words of encouragement in our Steam Discussion forums as Glenn and I
continue the journey of bringing Adeptus Titanicus to your PCs. It's all extremely helpful and very much appreciated.

That's all for now. See you around the Steam Discussion forums!
  —Mark & Glenn. News: Battlefields are being replaced as part of first Major Update for Adeptus Titanicus: Dominus:
Hello, everyone! Glenn and I are writing this post to let you know about a big change that's coming as part of our first Major
Update for Adeptus Titanicus: Dominus.

In response to some feedback received about the look and feel of the battlefields, Glenn has painstakingly recreated each of the
three existing maps to improve and extend Dominus' aesthetics—in doing so, he has also set a new, much higher bar, and from
which all the battlefields yet to come will likewise benefit.

This change in approach to battlefield design is actually what has caused the first Major Update to take as long as it has. But we
think it's worth the wait—we hope you will agree.

We have posted screenshots of the replacement Desert Wastes battlefield, which is now being tested in-game, to our Facebook
page[www.facebook.com]

We'll be posting screenshots of the other new maps when they're ready.

On behalf of Glenn and myself, THANK YOU for your continued support for us and Adeptus Titanicus: Dominus through our
Early Access journey. Your feedback, your Steam reviews and your enthusiasm has been fantastic and is very much
appreciated. We hope you will continue to add your voices, sharing your thoughts and opinions with us, and help make Dominus
the best game we can make it. :). The "See! We Do Listen!" Update:
We have just released an update that addresses some of the feedback we have received since the launch of Adeptus Titanicus:
Dominus—specifically, ways the game's UIX might be improved.

NEW TIME-COMPRESSION FEATURE ADDED TO MARCH ORDERS. News! Details regarding the first Major
Update for Adeptus Titanicus: Dominus!:
Hi everyone! We're getting close to releasing the first Major Update to Adeptus Titanicus: Dominus, so we thought it high time
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we gave you details about what's coming as part of that.

Total Overhaul of the Battlefields
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